Shrugged #2

As Theo continues to unravel the puzzle
that is his adolescent life, Ange and Dev
begin to discover that something fishy is
going on in their home world of Perspecta.
Too bad theyre busy dealing with the What
If Mafia, fire drills, and track meets to find
out more! They wont have to wait long for
answers though, as the leader of Perspecta
puts in motion a dastardly plan that spells
bad news not only for Perespecta, but Earth
as well!! After experiencing the thrill of
SHRUGGED #1, make sure to keep your
seatbelts fastened because this ride is about
to get a WHOLE LOT crazier!! From
Michael Turner, the same creative mind
behind the hit series Fathom and Soulfire,
artist Micah Gunnell, inker Jason Gorder,
and colorist Beth Sotelo, Aspens thrilled to
offer you the next installment of comics
newest hit franchise, SHRUGGED!! You
wont be disappointed!
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